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The
WOW 
FACTOR

The DJ LIVE STUDIO Mobile Truck is a unique

product and service. You will not find anything like

it in all of the Eastern Townships of Quebec,

Canada.

 

 

In our first year, we have already hosted events

with thousands of people partying to the music

coming from our Mobile DJ Truck.

 

Everywhere we go, there is one word that we hear

each and every time;  WOW!



Us

Team

DJ LIVE STUDIO has worked hard in the last 2 years

on a new idea and project. We think we have come

up with something that is totally innovative, fun and

new! The first ever, fully autonomous Mobile Live

Studio on wheels equipped with a DJ, professional

lighting, dance floor and thousands of watts of

sound. 

The greatest part is that we can show up quickly with

our DJ Live Studio Mobile anywhere in Quebec for

your wedding, birthday, Christmas party or any

event that you just want to have fun and celebrate.

We are bringing the heat with our DJ Live Studio

Mobile Fire Truck!

About

Our

Founders:

Included on our team is an

amazing  community  of  DJs

Fred Fisher

Derek Bullard



Party, Event,
Festival and
the WOW-
Factor

The DJ Live Mobile Studio Fire Truck will

make a great addition to your event, and

offers something everyone will remember. 

 

Stand out from the crowd with this unique

and great looking studio mobile disco truck.

 

It is guaranteed to make all your guests go

‘WOW!’

 

That is what we call the WOW-Factor!

DJ MOBILE



Let's make
history
together!

DJ LIVE STUDIO is currently looking for

corporate sponsorships. As a sponsor you will

receive a tremendous amount of visibility in

the Sherbrooke, Quebec local area as well

as on our video streaming website and

social media. 

 

For example, we have provided the music for

large local events like Mount-Orford,

Sporting Tailgates as well as a Demolition

Derby. These events allowed for thousands of

people to listen to our music and to see the

DJ Mobile Truck.

 

Please do not hesitate to contact us for a

detailed proposal.  

 

Email us today! info@djlivestudio.com 

 

www.djl ivestudio.com


